
Beauty, Identity, Release

Projection Design Process



K projected onto K, permeability
Blending into the background? Light v dark 

background/costume
Interact w video

Last lines voiced by projected K
Enjoy Ambiguity of not understanding the process

Seeing the body in the dying process and comparing 
to self

One becomes the other, flows
I want vs. she wants
Not a one way street

Yellow mums outside the window
Reddington, Florida

Breathing, oxygen levels, she’d joke about “shake n 
bake” breathing machines

Bright blue eyes twinkle when joking about rock n roll 
during diaper change, willing herself to reach back out 

and meet
Hospice book Gone From Sight

Turning inward during the process of dying
“Just as large in mast and spar and hull,” the boat is 

still itself, we just can’t see it, just beyond the 
horizon.

Edges of personal identity dissipating (Jo Bolty Taylor)

Passing is unique to the individual based on their 
personality, but common signposts

Only she could die that way
Learn from the process instead of fighting it.

Goal is to change dialogue in our thinking about the 
death process, there’s not one path,

It’s beautiful, a birth, an embrace, a gift, a lesson, a 
growth.

Taught me about grace. Not a celebration of death, 
but open up to the idea of the beauty in death. 

Death is not normalized in our culture.
Fascinating bodily changes.

NOT A GHOST
Calculatedly intertwined.

Explore more movements with the recording so it can 
be more diverse and play with time and repetition. 

Echoing, repeating.
Tree, water, mirror, ship, medical

Horizon line, reflection of the water like a mirror
Billowing Sail & Rope?
Asymmetrical Mast?

Mom and Kelly are ALWAYS conflated!
Always carrying our lineage.

Memory/becoming our 
parents/empathizing/sick&youngmom/perspectives



Initial Set 
Thumbnail 
Sketches



“And when she sailed into her 
mysterious destined port, I feel she 
found an expanse of air and light so 

vast, just beyond the horizon.”









“And when she sailed into her 
mysterious destined port, I feel she 
found an expanse of air and light so 

vast, just beyond the horizon.”



Rough Thumbnail Storyboard



Cue Development



Cue Development



First Draft Renderings



Final Rendering Before QLab



Two Video Shoots



Two Video Shoots



Final Cue List in QLab



Final Cue List in QLab



Final Cue List in QLab



Final Cue List in QLab



Prep for Load-in



Edinburgh Load-in



Performance



Performance



Performance



Performance



Performance


